
To request screening copies, set up interviews, discuss promotional opportunities, or obtain additional info... 
  
CONTACT:  Clint Weiler 
   MVD Entertainment Group 
   Phone: 800-888-0486 x115 
   E-Mail: clint@mvdb2b.com 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Premiere Screening of 

 loudQUIETloud 
a film about the PIXIES 

 
at Satellite Ballroom 

 
presented by MVD, Stick Figure Productions, and Plan 9 

 
Tuesday, November 7th - screening 8 pm - FREE 

 
MVD Entertainment Group, Stick Figure Productions, and Plan 9 have joined forces to bring 
to the public of Charlottesville the premiere screening of loudQUIETloud – a film about the 
Pixies. This FREE event will take place on Tuesday, November 7th at Satellite Ballroom (1435 
University Ave. - Charlottesville, Virginia 22903). The screening will begin at 8pm and those who 
attend will be able to purchase a copy of the film on DVD at a special sale price.  
 
loudQUIETloud is an intimate portrait of the band members and their difficult, tense and 
ultimately triumphant return as one of rock music's greatest bands. 
 
When college rock darlings the Pixies broke up in 1992 on the cusp of mainstream success, their 
fans were shocked and dismayed. When the Pixies reunited in 2004, those same fans and 
legions of new listeners were ecstatic and filled with high hopes. loudQUIETloud follows the 
rehearsals and the warm up shows for the full-fledged, sold out reunion tour. It also catalogs, in 
the cinema verite style of the Rolling Stones' "Gimme Shelter" and Bob Dylan's "Don't Look 
Back", the less glamorous side of the touring band lifestyle, getting as close to this enigmatic act 
as anyone is ever likely to get. Old wounds have not completely healed and the extreme pressure 
of the tour takes its toll on the band, but nevertheless, they deliver the goods onstage.  
 
loudQUIETloud captures the Pixies, their families and their fans in what seems to be a once in a 
lifetime chance at rock n roll redemption. Soundtrack by Daniel Lanois. 
 
Tracklist: Where Is My Mind?, Hey, Here Comes Your Man, Umass, Caribou, Gouge Away, 
Nimrod's Son, In Heaven, Wave Of Mutilation, Something Against You, Bone Machine, Cactus, 
Vamos, Monkey Gone To Heaven, and Iris  
 
Trailer: http://files.dvdnote.com/pixiestrailer.htm 
 
Website with Press Images: http://www.loudquietloud.com 
 
Hi Res Cover Art: http://files.dvdnote.com/images/300dpi/DR-4529.jpg 
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please check out www.mvdvisual.com for more info 


